
 

UTAH OGM COAL PROGRAM MEETING NOTES 
 

 

Meeting Date:  12/01/2020 

 

To:   Internal File, General 

 

From:   Coal Regulatory Program 

 

Note taker:  Steve Christensen 

 

Attendees:  DOGM- Priscilla Burton, Steve Christensen, Justin Eatchel, Kendra Hinton, 

Todd Miller 

 Canyon Fuel- Vicky Miller, Chris Hansen 

 

Purpose: Discuss DOGM’s most recent review of the Fossil Rock Mining and 

Reclamation Plan (MRP) Re-write (Task #6193) 

 

 

 

MEETING SUMMARY: 

 

I. General Contents: Identification of Interest- Steve discussed that the current amendment does not 

have officers/directors in Chapter 1.  The officers/directors are not in General Chapter 1 for 

Canyon Fuel either.  It was agreed that General Chapter 1 will be amended with the 

officer/director information and a reference provided in Chapter 1 of the Fossil Rock MRP. 

 

II. General Contents: Permit Application Format and Contents-  

 

i. Priscilla wanted to eliminate the old appendix sheet cover sheets.  Vicky said that 

she would remove the old appendix cover sheets.   

ii. Section 114 has a heading of disturbed acreage.  Vicky will revise this section 

with the disturbed area acreage. Vicky wanted confirmation on the acreages for 

the surface facilities and waste rock site.  Mine site disturbed acreage was 

confirmed as 10.39 acres and 15.82 disturbed acres for the waste rock site. 

iii. No issue 

iv. Vicky will remove the hatch pattern and add the section lines.  Vicky indicated 

that she didn’t know what the hatch pattern signified. Justin said this would 

satisfy his similar deficiency for the affected area. 

v. Vicky indicated that Plate 5-5 was revised to show the contiguous SITLA leases.  

The label for the SITLA lease depicted in Section 36 is not labeled.  Vicky will 

look into that. 

vi. Priscilla asked for a cover sheet for the Chapter 2 tables.  Vicky had no problem 

with that. 

vii.  Priscilla discussed that the last sentence on the page following the Appendix 2-1 

cover page is incomplete.  Vicky said it’s been addressed.  She will also strike 

the statement regarding the Division having copies of the EIS. 

viii. The bonded area legal description is incorrect.  Priscilla will send an email to 

Vicky (that she sent to Steve and Suzanne) that will aid in this effort. 

 

 



 

III. Env. Resource Information:  Historical and Archeological Resource Information- Todd discussed 

that the cultural resource information dates back to between 1995 and 1980.  Vicky asked what 

area Todd was asking for recent cultural resource information for.  Todd indicated that, as 

presented, he doesn’t know what cultural data is for what areas.  It was discussed that no 

subsidence mining is planned.  It would be CM mining.  No new surface disturbance is proposed 

and no subsidence mining is proposed. Vicky concurred that the reports are old.  Todd said that if 

a recognized archeologist produced a letter that no historic properties are within the mine site or 

adajacent areas, he could consult with SHPO on that.   Vicky indicated that they are only asking 

to permit what’s shown on Plate 5-3.  Todd indicated that if any of the proposed mining, shown 

on Plate 5-3, is on Forest Service property, the Forest archaeologist would probably be able to 

obtain the SHPO concurrence for the entire area.  Chris discussed the idea of being able to narrow 

the focus of a potential cultural survey to that of the proposed mining shown on Plate 5-3.  It was 

generally agreed that, for the purposes of approving this amendment, the cultural resources need 

to be clearly presented for the areas of permitted mining (see Plate 5-3).  Todd mentioned that the 

cultural information needs to cover the mine site (aka the permit area) and the adjacent areas (aka 

the lease areas) where approval is sought for active mining in 2021, 2022 and 2023.  Any mining 

done beyond these permitted areas would need to have cultural resources evaluated at the time of 

permitting, prior to approval. Vicky asked if the outdated archaeological data could come out of 

the permit.  It was agreed that if the data pertained entirely to an area that is not within the permit 

area, adjacent area or lease areas proposed for mining, the information could be removed. 

Otherwise, the old reports should stay in the MRP. 

 

IV. Env. Resource Information:  Soil Resource Information- 

 

i. Vicky asked if Priscilla would identify the text where she wants changes. Vicky 

will send Priscilla a MSWord version of the soils chapter.  Priscilla said that 

she’d be happy to do that.  

ii. Same as above.  

b. -222.100 Appendix 2-8-2(L) issue:  Priscilla suggested she clarify the title page.  Vicky 

said she was fine with that. 

c. –223 add NRCS Kenilworth soil description in an appendix and mention location in  

narrative  

d. -224 Priscilla indicated that she would work with this in the MSWord document that 

Vicky will provide her.  

 

V. Env. Resource Information:  Geologic Resource Information- Kendra discussed her deficiencies 

relative to the reference issues.  Vicky stated that the references have been corrected.   

 

VI. Env. Resource Information:  PHC Determination- There were several references to the 2020 PHC 

remaining in the MRP updated that Vicky will be removing  The 2020 PHC will be submitted 

when the Cottonwood/SITLA tract amendment is submitted.   

 

VII. Env. Resource Information:  Maps Archeological Site Maps- This deficiency had been 

covered in the previous discussion. Vicky raised a question about boundaries and what that 

meant relative to “boundaries of all known cultural resource sites”.  Todd indicated that the 

preference is to have maps that show the boundaries of each cultural resource site along with 

permit and disturbance boundaries. Vicky questioned whether that would be useful due to the 

scale of the maps for some mine sites. Todd stated that it does depend on the scale of the 

map, some maps that show cultural sites are of a smaller scale and therefore able to 

accurately depict boundaries, while some mine sites are too big to accurately show 

boundaries. There is wiggle room based on map scale for what is allowed.  Todd mentioned 

that the Emery Deep cultural report is excellent and can be sent to Vicky for reference.   
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VIII. Env. Resource Information:  Maps Cultural Resource- (Same as Item VII above). 

 

IX. Operation Plan:  Protection Public Places- (Same as Item VII and VIII). 

 

X. Operation Plan: Topsoil and Subsoil- Vicky addressed this deficiency.  No issue here. 

 

XI. Operation Plan:  Hydrologic Ground Water Monitoring- Kendra wants a commitment that 

additional springs would be added to the ground water monitoring.  Kendra wants a 

commitment to initiate sampling when active operations begin (e.g. springs T-4, T-5 or T-7).  

Vicky will make the commitment. 

 

XII. Operation Plan:  Maps Affected Area- This was discussed previously.  Dealt with section 

lines and hatching on Plate 5-3.  Good to go. 

 

XIII. Reclamation Plan: Topsoil and Subsoil-  

 

a. R645-301-240- Vicky asked if Priscilla would go through the MSWord soils chapter and 

make the corrections.  Priscilla said that’d be fine. 

b. Vicky has revised this section and added a commitment.  It will be in the Chapter 2 that  

Vicky sends Priscilla. 

 

XIV. Reclamation Plan: Maps Reclamation Backfilling and Grading- Vicky reiterated that she will 

delete all references to missing Plates 5-14C and 5-14D.  

 

XV. Bonding and Insurance General-  Page 8-1 has an incorrect reference.  Vicky has corrected 

this reference to show Section 114.  \ 

 

 

 

 

PROPOSED ACTION ITEMS:  

 

I. Vicky will send a MSWord version of Soils-Chapter 2 to Priscilla.  Priscilla will edit/revise in 

track changes and send it back to Vicky.  


